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Abstraet--A new strategy for solving second-order hyperbolic partial differential equations using 
asymmetric formulae is presented. This strategy forms some "semi-explicit" and "pure-explicit" 
algorithms which turn out to be stable unconditionally. The new formulae are then tested numerically 
with some problems and are found to be acceptable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the simple hyperbolic problem of the vibrating string, 
~2u ~2u 
63t2 63X2 -- 0, (1) 
in the domain R = {(x, t): 0 ~< x ~< 1, t >/0} satisfying the following initial conditions: 
u(x,O) =f,(x),~ 
0 ~< x ~< 1; (2) 
au (x, o) =f~(x), ot J 
and boundary conditions, 
u(0, t) = g,(t), 1 
Vt >0.  (3) 
u(1, t) = gz( t ) , ]  
We shall assume that these initial and boundary conditions are given with sufficient smoothness 
to maintain the order of accuracy of  the difference scheme under consideration. 
As usual, let us assume that the rectangular solution domain R is covered by rectangular grids 
with grid spacing Ax, At in the x, t directions, respectively. The grid points (x, t) are given by 
x=xi= iAx ,  i=O,  1 . . . . .  m, m=l /Ax ,  
and 
t=t j= jAx ,  j=0 ,  1,2 . . . . .  
The problem (1)-(3) can normally be solved using the classical explicit scheme to result in the 
formula 
Ui.j+ 1 = 2(1 - p2)ui.j + pZ(u i l,j + ui+ l,j) -- Ui, j I, (4) 
p = At /Ax ,  which is stable for 0 ~<p ~< 1 and with truncation error 
[ ~4U i.J I (P4 - -1 )~6U i,J 1 T, , j=(AtAx)  z ~(p2_ l )~ +~ ~ +. . . .  (5) 
For  p = 1, the truncation error vanishes and so an exact difference representation of equation (1) 
is obtained: 
Ui, j+ 1 = Ui- 1.j -~- Ui+ l,j -- Ui, j I" (6) 
For  the uncondit ionally stable scheme, normally, the implicit approximat ion 
1 1 I 2 1 2 I 2 
(At) 2 6~ ui. j = (At) z (~64ug.j+l + 56xU,,j + ~rxui, j_ ,), (7) 
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is used. The truncation error is given by 
[ i,j ~6Ui, j ] ~4U - -7 -~(Ax)2(13p4+ 15p2+ 1)~x6 + "'" (8) (Ax)  2 - -~(4p  2+1)  
However, the implicit schemes normally require the solution of a tridiagonal system of equations. 
2. ASYMMETRIC APPROXIMATION 
Besides the explicit and implicit type of methods, another class is a semi-explicit method, 
proposed by Saul'yev [1], which is formed by using an asymmetric type of approximation to the 
derivatives. For equation (1), this type of approximation at the point ( i , j )  is given by 
Ui'j+l--2Ui'j"~-Ui'j-I Ui+l'j+l--Ui'j+l--Ui'j-lJr'Ui-l'J-I=O (9) 
(At) 2 (Ax) 2 
or 
Ui'j+l--2Ui'jq-Ui'j-I--Ui l'j+l--Ui'j+l--Ui'J l"~-/2i+l'J 1=0. (10) 
(At) 2 (Ax) 2 
These equations in simplified form are given by 
(l + p 2) ui, j + 1 --  P 2ui + I,j + I = 2ui4 --  ( 1 + p 2)ui. j 1 -~- P 2Ui - I , j  - I (11  ) 
and 
(l -[- p2)ui . j+ 1 - -  p2u  i I.j+l = 21Ai, j --  (l "p- p2)bli.j 1 + p2ui+ l. j- I, (12) 
respectively. The "semi-explicit property" of schemes (1 1) and (12) can be clearly seen from 
Fig. l(a, b), if they are implemented asan RL (right-to-left) formula and LR (left-to-right) formula, 
respectively. 
These type of approximations were regarded by Saul'yev [1] as a class of divergent approximation 
as their truncation errors will indicate a possible inconsistency in approximating the solution of 
equation (1). In the following section, we will describe how the asymmetric type of formulae are 
able to approximate the solution of the hyperbolic equation (1). 
3. A NEW STRATEGY 
To do this, we define a new variable v = v(x ,  t )  such that, 
8u 
~t 
and equation (1) is now written as 
0/) (~2U 
tgt cOx 2' 
(13) 
(14) 
( ) 
(o) 
G 
(b) 
Fig. 1. (a) RL formulae; (b) LR formulae. 
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with the initial conditions 
4-T 0) =+/xx), 
4% 0) =&), > 
and boundary conditions 
G4 t) = g;(t), 
41, r> = g;(r), > 
(15) 
(16) 
in addition to the conditions (3). 
Equation (14) is now in “almost parabolic” form and hence the asymmetrical formulae discussed 
in the previous section are possible. 
For the formulation, let us approximate equations (13) and (14) at the point (i,j + i) by 
v,,j+l+"ij uij+I-Uij SC I 
2 At ’ 
and 
u 
19, + 1 - vi.J 
At = &C”i+ I,j+ I - ui,j+ I.- ui., + ui- I,,)3 
respectively. Whilst at the point (i + 1,j + i), they are approximated by 
ui+ I.j+l + ui+ I,j = 4+ I,j+ I - ui+ I.j 
2 At 
and 
vi+l,j+l -vi+I.~ 
At 
=&("i,j+l -“i+I.j+I -“i+I,j+ui+2,j)9 
respectively. 
Equations (17) and (18) can be simplified to the form (Fig. 2a) 
i,j+l it 1, jtl 
i-l,j i,j 
(a) 
au 
Y=F 
i,j+l /'+I, jtl 
itl,j 
(b) 
it2.j 
Fig. 2. Computational molecule for schemes (21) and (22). 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
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and equations (19) and (20) are simplified to (Fig. 2b) 
--P 2ui.s + 1 + (2 + p 2) ui+ i,j + 1 = (2 - p 2) u,. + l,s + P 2Ui + 2.y + 2Atvi + I.j. (22) 
F rom the above formulation the following "semi-explicit" algorithms are possible: 
(1) Equations (21) and (22) can be implemented individually as a right-to-left (RL) 
direction formulae, 
1 
ui4 + i - (2 + p 2) [P 2ui + l,j + l + (2 - p :) Ill, / -P" p 2u~ I,j -F- 2Atria], (23) 
and as a left-to-right (LR) direction formulae, 
1 
ui, j+ 1 - (2 + p2) [p2u~- 1.j+ i + (2 - pZ)ui, j -I- p2u~+ i,j -'t- 2Atvi, j], (24) 
respectively. In both cases the solution vector v is given by 
2 
v"s + ' = At  (ui,y + . - u u) - re,,. (25) 
(2) Equations (23) and (24) are implemented alternately as an alternating direction 
explicit (ADE) method. 
(3) At every time-level, the average of the solutions of  equations (23) and (24) is 
regarded as the approximate solution to equation (1), similar to the techniques 
referred to by Larkin [2] and Barahat and Clark [3]. 
Besides these semi-explicit algorithms, a class of  "pure explicit" algorithms can be obtained if 
equations (21) and (22) are implemented as a two-point group explicit (GE) method [4], whose 
implicit system is given by 
2 U 
\ -p '  2+p2,]\u,+,,j+ 0 2-pZ,]\u,+,,s,, # 2At(10 t)(vi+,,s)0'u,+zs)(26) 
and explicitly written as (Fig. 3) 
u,+. , s+. l=XL\p2(2 -p  =) 4 -p ,  ] \u ,+14 J  
p2 2 + p2Jkvi+l, j  / 
with A = 4(1 +p2)  for any group of two points. 
/,y+1 Z~ =4(I* p z ) 
I - l~J I',J /+ I ,J" I t  2~J 
f /+1,j+1 
~ p Z ( 2 - p 2 ) u  " ~  (4-p4) u + 
*2At pZv ~2Ar (2+pZ)v~ p~(2÷J)u 
/ -1 , j  / , j  /* l , j  / + 2,,y 
Fig. 3. Computational molecule for scheme (27). 
{ p2(2 +P2)Ui ' '+p4ui+2"J~l  (27) 
+ \p4ui ,,; + P2( 2 + P2)Ui + 2.jJ3' 
) 
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At every time-level if we assume there are an odd number of unknown points, we will always 
have a single ungrouped point, i.e. either (1,j + 1) or (m - l , j  + 1) at each end of the range of 
integration. 
As the value of the boundary points are known, these points can be approximated by the 
formulae, i.e. 
1 = 2 Uw+l (2+p2)[p  Uo4+j+(2--p2)uw+p2u2,j+2Atqw], (28) 
and 
1 - -  2 u um w+l (2+p2)[P  m,j+l+(2--p2) Um_l.j+p2Um_2.j+2Atqm l , j ]°  (29) 
be developed from equations (27)-(29). Thus, the following GE Now the GE lconcept can 
algorithms are'possible. 
Group explicit with left-ungrouped point (GEL) 
Use equation (28) for the first unknown point from the left of the boundary and equation (27) 
for the remaining (m -2 ) /2  pairs of two point. This will result in the system 
(21 + p2G0uj+ 1 = (21 - p2G2)u s + 2Atvj + b w, (30) 
where 
a I 
6 2 = 
-1 
1 
-1  
1 -1  
-1  1. 
0 
-1  
0 
1 - -1 
- -1 1 
,1 
0 
1 
1 -1  
0 
-1  1 
(31) 
(32) 
uf = [u , . .  u~. . . . . .  Um ,.:]. Vf = b',.j. ~'~.j . . . . .  v.. ,.A 
and 
blTj 2 , O, O, p2 Urn,j]. =[--P Uo,j+l "" ,  
Group explicit with right-ungrouped point (GER) 
Use equation (27) for the first (m-2) points and equation (29) for the last unknown point. This 
will give the system 
(21 + p2G2)uj+ ~ = (21 -p2GOu j + 2Atvj + b2j, (33) 
where 
b~j = ~2Uoj, O, O, . . . .  --P urn,S+ t]. 
(Single)Alternating group explicit (S)AGE 
Use equation (30) at the (j + 1)th time-level and equation (33) at the (j  + 2)th time-level, i.e. 
(21 + p2G~)uj+ 1= (21 - pZG2)u: + 2Atv: + b w, ~ (34) 
J (2I + p2G2)uj+ 2= (21 --p2Gj)us+~ +2Atv:+ ~ + b2,j+ ~. 
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(Double)Alternating group explicit (D)AGE 
In this algorithm, the GE formulae are incorporated alternately within the four time-levels with 
the direction reversed at the third time-level. This will give the equations 
(21 +p2Gl)Uj+ 1 = (21 -pZG2)uj+ 2Atvj + b~,:, '] 
(21 +p2G2)uj+2 = (21 -p2GOuj+ ~ + 2Atvj+ ~ + b2 j+~, 
(21 + p2GOu:+ 3 = (21 - p2GOu:+ 2 + 2Atvj+ 2 + b2 :+2, (35) 
(21 +p2GOuj+4 = (21 -p2G2)u:+3 + 2Atv:+ 3 + bl,j+3. 
These are only a few of the algorithms which can be established from the original formulae 
(27)-(29). In this paper we shall only concentrate on the ADE algorithm (21, 22) and the (S)AGE 
scheme (34). 
The estimate of the truncation errors of the ADE schemes (21) and (22) are of 
O(At/Ax + (Ax) 2 + (At) 2) with the coefficients of At/Ax being of opposite signs. Therefore for 
algorithms of alternate natu, e, the accuracy is approximately of O((Ax)2 + (At)2).  
To analyse the stability of the ADE algorithm equations (21) and (22) are written as 
(2I + p2G)u:+ ~ = (2I - pEGX)uj + 2Atvj (36) 
and 
(21 + p2GT)uj+ ~ = (2I -- p2G)u/+ 2Atv i, (37) 
where 
G = 
1 - -1  
1. - I .  0 
"1 - 1 
0 
1 
Clearly, the magnitude of the rounding errors will be decaying for the eigenvalues of the 
magnification matrix 
(21 + p2G)-~(2I - p2GT), (38) 
are ~< 1 in modulus [1, p. 35; 5, pp. 197-198]. Hence scheme (21) is unconditionally stable for all 
p>0.  
Similarly, it can be shown that the scheme (22) is also unconditionally stable for all p > 0. 
However, even though schemes (21) and (22) are unconditionally stable, care in choosing the 
At and Ax increments i essential so that the consistency relations are satisfied. 
Finally, for the GE methods and following a stability analysis similar to that of the ADI 
methods, it can be easily shown that the (S)AGE scheme is unconditionally stable for all p > 0 
[6, 4]. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
For computational confirmation equation (1) with the following two boundary conditions are 
considered using some of the algorithms discussed in the previous section. 
(a) f~(x) = 100x 2, f2(x) = 200x, 
g~(t) = 100t 2 and g2(t) = 100(1 + t) 2. 
The exact solution can be easily verified as 
u(x, t) = 100(x + 02. (39) 
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Table 1. Problem (a): x=0.1 ,  At=0.01, r= l .0 ,  p=At/Ax=O.l, 
t= 1.0 
x Exact soln ADE algorithm (21,22) (S)AGE 
0.0 100.000 100.000 100.000 
0.1 121.000 121.004 120.985 
0.2 144.000 144.010 144.105 
0.3 169.000 169.014 168.892 
0.4 196.000 196.016 196.026 
0.5 225.000 225.0.7 224.992 
0.6 256.000 256.020 256.039 
0.7 289.000 298.017 288.893 
0.8 324.000 324.010 324.098 
0.9 361.000 361.005 360.972 
1.0 400.000 400.000 400.000 
Table 2. Problem (a): Ax = 0.1, At = 0.05, r = 5.0, p = 0.5, t = 5.0 
x Exact soln ADE algorithm (21,22) (S)AGE 
0.0 2500 2500 2500 
0.1 2601 2601 2601 
0.2 2704 2704 2704 
0.3 2809 2809 2809 
0.4 2916 2916 2916 
0.5 3025 3025 3025 
0.6 3136 3136 3136 
0.7 3249 3249 3249 
0.8 3364 3364 3364 
0.9 3481 3481 3481 
1.0 3600 3600 3600 
Table 3. Problem (a): Ax ~0.1, At =0.1, r = 10.0, p = 1.0, t =5.0 
x Exact soln ADE algorithm (21,22) (S)AGE 
0.0 2500 2500 2500 
0.1 2601 2600 2601 
0.2 2704 2703 2704 
0.3 2809 2808 2809 
0.4 2916 2915 2916 
0.5 3025 3024 3025 
0.6 3136 3135 3136 
0.7 3249 3248 3249 
0.8 3364 3363 3364 
0.9 3481 3481 3481 
1.0 3600 3600 3600 
(b) f~(x) = sin zrx, f2(x) = 0, 
g~(t) = 0 = g2(t) and the theoretical solution is given by 
u(x, t) = sin 7rx cos 7ft. (40) 
For problem (a), numerically we found that the ADE algorithm (21, 22) and the (S)AGE scheme 
are unconditionally stable. Some of the results are given in Tables 1-4. Similarly for problem (b), 
the results of which are given in Tables 5 and 6. 
Table 4. Problem (a), ADE algorithm (21, 22): Ax = 0.1, t = 10.0 
r = 20, p = 2.0, r = 50.0, p = 5.0, r = 100, p = 10.0, 
x Exact soln At = 0.2 At = 0.5 At = 1.0 
0.0 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
0.1 10,201 10,196 10,188 10,154 
0.2 10,404 10,398 10,384 10,355 
0.3 10,609 10,600 10,585 10,560 
0.4 10,816 10,804 10,790 10,768 
0.5 11,025 11,011 10,999 10,981 
0.6 11,236 11,222 11,211 11,197 
0.7 11,449 11,438 11,427 11,417 
0.8 11,664 I 1,656 11,647 I 1,641 
0.9 11,881 11,877 11,872 11,869 
1.0 12,100 12,100 12,100 12,100 
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Table 5. Problem (b) 
(i) Ax =0.1, At = 0.01, r = 1.0, p =0.1, t = 1.0 
x Exact soln ADE algorithm(21,22) (S)AGE 
0.1 -0.3090 -0.3091 -0.3091 
0.2 -0.5878 -0.5879 -0.5879 
0.3 -0.8090 -0.8091 -0.8092 
0.4 -0.9511 -0.9511 -0.9512 
0.5 -1.0000 -1.0001 - 1.0002 
(ii) Ax = 0.1, At = 0.05, r = 5.0, p = 0.5, t = 5.0 
x Exact soln ADE algorithm(21,22) (S)AGE 
0.1 -0.3090 -0.3067 -0.3084 
0.2 0.5878 -0.5840 -0.5855 
0.3 -0.8090 -0.8043 0.8062 
0.4 -0.9511 -0.9458 -0.9472 
0.5 - 1.0000 -0.9946 -0.9961 
Table 6. Problem(b): Ax = 0.1, At = 0.1, r = 10.0, p = 1.0, t = 10.0 
x Exact soln ADE algorithm(21,22) (S)AGE 
0.1 0.3090 0.2381 0.3125 
0.2 0.5878 0.4580 0.5906 
0.3 0.8090 0.6325 0.8069 
0.4 0.9511 0.7456 0.9455 
0.5 1.0000 0.7853 0.9928 
0.6 0.9511 0.7464 0.9452 
0.7 0.8090 0.6341 0.8077 
0.8 0.5878 0.4638 0.5895 
0.9 0.3090 0.2437 0.3122 
From the above results, we can conclude that the use of asymmetric formulae to derive new 
semi-explicit and explicit methods for the solution of second-order hyperbolic equations is possible 
provided the problem is structured in a form similar to a parabolic equation. 
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